AP European History Summer Assignment 2022

Advanced Placement European History
Summer Reading Assignment
PLEASE READ THE INSTRUCTIONS COMPLETELY BEFORE ASKING ME
ANY QUESTIONS! THE SUMMER READING EXAM WILL BE GIVEN ON
THE SECOND WEEK OF YOUR AP EUROPEAN HISTORY CLASS!

Welcome to AP European History! This college-level course covers the history of
the European continent from the mid-fifteenth century to the present day. THAT IS
A LOT OF HISTORY! Due to the amount of information that must be covered,
having a strong work ethic to be successful in this course is an understatement.
Feel free to email me over the summer with any questions you may have about the
course and/or the summer assignment. The assignment is due on the first day of
your AP European History course. It is worth 50 points and the instructions and a
rubric is attached below. My email address is Nairobi_orr@charleston.k12.sc.us
During the second week of class, there will be a teacher-created exam that will
consist of multiple-choice and short answer response questions on the summer
reading and from Chapter 2 in your textbook. This information will also be
provided to you in class. Below are some links to Crash Course’s John Green
breakdown of the content that is covered in Chapter 2.
● Preview of European History
● Medieval Europe
● Florence and the Renaissance
● The Northern Renaissance
● The Age of Exploration
● Expansion and Consequences
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Reading Assignment:
1. You must click on the title and read and annotate the attached excerpts of The
Prince (1532) by Niccolò Machiavelli. NOTE: If you plan on annotating digitally,
make a copy of the document. Google OR click on Annotate Text with Google Docs
to assist you with digital annotations. Before you read the excerpt, reflect on the
quote below and ensure that your annotations connect to the quote.

Truthfulness so often goes with ruthlessness. -Dodie Smith, I Capture the Castle
Society craves STABILITY! What will bring stability to a society: the truth or a beautiful lie?
2. You must click on the title and read and annotate the excerpt Utopia by Thomas More.
Google OR click on Annotate Text with Google Docs to assist you with digital annotations.
NOTE: If you plan on annotating digitally, make a copy of the document. Before you read
the excerpt, reflect on the quote below and ensure that your annotations connect to the
quote.

As long as a nation has private property and money, the nation will not be ruled justly, or be
happy. - Thomas More, Utopia (1516; 1551)
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Annotation Organizer – Active Reading Strategy
Directions: While reading your text, pause occasionally to write a question, comment, connection, and
prediction; use one of the sentence starters in the following chart to assist with and to vary your
annotations.

ASK A QUESTION
Why did …
Why …
Who is …
Do you think that…
MAKE A COMMENT

This is good because …
This is confusing because …
I like this part where …
I think that…
I don’t get this part here…
MAKE A CONNECTION
This reminds me of …
This part is like …
This is similar to …
This individual makes me
think of…
MAKE A PREDICTION
I predict that …
I think that …
I wonder if …
Since this happened, I bet
that …
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Annotation Rubric
Identifying
and explaining
main ideas,
claims, thesis,
and purpose of
text
Relevant textual
evidence

Close Reading

Text
Connections

Topic: _________________________________________

Excellent
(5 points)

Good
(3-4 points)

All main ideas,
claims, thesis, and
purpose of text are
correctly identified,
labeled, and
explained in the
margins
(thoroughly)
All relevant
evidence is correctly
identified, labeled
and broken down
into types of
evidence (i.e.
statistics, expert
opinion, personal
anecdotes)

Some main ideas,
claims, thesis, and
purpose of text are
correctly,
identified, labeled,
and explained in
the margins

Most relevant
evidence is
correctly
identified, labeled
and broken down
into types of
evidence (i.e.
statistics, expert
opinion, personal
anecdotes)
Is thoroughly
Has read the text
familiar with the
and comes with
text, has notations
some ideas from it
and questions in the but these may not
margins (or on paper be written out in
in class set), has key advance; has
words, phrases, and minimum three (3)
ideas underlined or
questions
written down, more
than five (5)
questions are
provided

Insightfully analyzes
the effect of the
features of the text
by connecting them
to the historical
context or connects
to other significant
written works.

Analyzes the
effect of features
of the text but fail
to make an
insightful
connection to big
idea or
prompt/quote.

Fair
(1-2 point)

Unacceptable
(0 points)

Some claims,
thesis, and
purpose of text
are identified,
labeled, but not
explained

Text is
underlined/highlighted
without any notes in
the margins OR main
ideas are identified
incorrectly

Some evidence is
identified and
labeled

Relevant evidence
missing OR
incorrectly identified

Appears to have
read or skimmed
the text but has
not marked the
text or made
meaningful notes
or questions,
misunderstands
key
concepts; demons
trates little
evidence of
serious reflection
prior to
discussion.
Mentions features
of the text, but
analysis of the
effect is unclear
or incomplete.

Important words,
phrases, and ideas in
the text are unfamiliar
to the student, has no
notes or questions
marked in text or
written down; has
made no attempt to
get help with difficult
material.

Does not really
discuss the effects of
literary features,

● Just highlighting/underlining without notes in margin that reflect critical thinking receives zero credit
● Connections include text•text, text•self, text•current events/ interdisciplinary

